
ROBERT FROST A ROAD NOT TAKEN

By Robert Frost. Two roads diverged in a yellow wood,. And sorry I could not travel both. And be one traveler, long I
stood. And looked down one as far as I could.

Still, I shall be claiming with a sigh Somewhere ages and ages hence: Two roads diverged in a wood, and Iâ€”
I took the one on the left-hand side, And that has made all the difference. I never noticed it from here before.
But it has a road, and the consequences of that road. It contains all of his classics and more. It would have
been easy for Frost to write this poem. It is an effect possible only in a rhymed and metrical poem and thus a
good argument for the continuing viability of traditional forms. This is true even of its first line. I doubt if I
was tempted for a moment To sell them off their feet to go in cars And leave the slope behind the house all
bare, Where the sun shines now no warmer than the moon. Thomas was killed two years later in the Battle of
Arras. It certainly made "all the difference," but Frost does not make it clear just what this difference is. So
small the window frames the whole of it. Oh, where's my hat? First tell me that. Don't carry it to someone else
this time. I don't know how to speak of anything So as to please you. He spoke Advancing toward her: 'What
is it you see From up there always--for I want to know. The latter he nodded "Yes" to, Or paused to say
beneath some lovelier one, With a buyer's moderation, "That would do. The central message is that, in life, we
are often presented with choices. It consists of four stanzas of 5 lines each. A playful sensibility delays.
Viewing a choice as a fork in a path, it becomes clear that we must choose one direction or another, but not
both. The variation of the rhythm gives naturalness, a feeling of thought occurring spontaneously, and it also
affects the reader's sense of expectation. If you had any feelings, you that dug With your own hand--how could
you? The speaker implies that, when he's older he might look back at this turning point in his life, the morning
he took the road less travelled, because taking that particular route completely altered his way of being. Oh, I
don't need it! Clearly, this is to emphasize that both roads appeared untouched, not having been tarnished by
the foot of a previous traveler. Yes, these stanzas are about the hunger for sensation. On a word-for-word
basis, it may be the most popular piece of literature ever written by an American. He said to gain time: 'What
is it you see,' Mounting until she cowered under him. The metaphor is activated. Then there is the other
audience. Poets, we assume, are not popularâ€”at least after or so. It reads naturally or conversationally, and
begins as a kind of photographic depiction of a quiet moment in woods. We're human, and our thinking
processes are always on the go trying to work things out. What is fallacious in an argument can be
mesmerizing in a poem. I didn't know you.


